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CULTURAL AND CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

CREATIVE PEOPLE
Remarkable books, touching movies, fascinating music and dance. 
Inspiring design, painting that defies the senses, touching sculpture and an 
architecture that challenges the limits.
The Portuguese create magnificent works. Works that break the status 
quo. Works that change perspective. Works that renew reality. And that is 
why they are so successful. Portuguese architects, writers and singers are 
awarded Pritzker, Nobel and Grammy awards. 
Portuguese painters, sculptors and designers have exhibitions in the most 
prestigious international galleries.

Festivals and shows produced in Portugal attract millions of people from all 
over the world.
Culture, design and creativity are also present in Portuguese products,
in sectors like fashion, furniture, home textiles, lighting or pottery, known by 
their uniqueness and originality.
Our creativity has no boundaries and surprises millions of people all over the world.



aicep Portugal Global

Close to you to take you further 
aicep Portugal Global exists to support the internationalisation of Portuguese 
companies, to attract structural investment to Portugal and to enhance 
Portugal’s reputation abroad.
We operate according to a philosophy of proximity to companies in order to 
take them further. 
Further in the development of their business in foreign markets; Further in the 
development of their investments in Portugal.

We work daily to ensure that Portugal gets more Global and its economy more 
competitive. A modern country, innovative, seductive and the cradle of leading 
companies which are received with open arms by the global market. And we’re 
rewarded for that. The European Commission has awarded AICEP for good 
practices in internationalisation processes and the World Bank ranks us in the 
Top 10 investment agencies that better respond to requests from investors.

Daily we:
• Facilitate the attraction of investment into Portugal.
• Provide support for Portuguese companies by broadening their export basis.
• Support internationalisation projects.
• Divulge the Portuguese economy abroad.
• Promote the image of Portugal internationally.

A team of professionals in Portugal and in our international offices is 
committed to your success and are close to you to take you further.



im.per.fection (Portuguese translation: im·per·fei·ção) 

Noun

1. Quality of what is imperfect.

2. Lack of perfection.

3.  Lack of physical or moral perfection = DEFECT, FAULT, INCORRECT 
in Dictionary ‘’Priberam da Língua Portuguesa’’

PROJECT INTRODUCTION
The concept for this exposition emerges from the will to reformulate the 
general interpretation we all have about the term ‘imperfection’, potentially 
present in every object produced in a semi-industrial way with assistance of 
the human hand, to a greater or lesser extent.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Imperfection - It arises sometimes inadvertently, sometimes as a result of 
the material that is used, the tools, the implementation process, assembly 
or manual labor. It is the result of a continuous process, subject to a con-
struction or human production, as result of the human condition, which of 
course errs. In purely artistic pieces it can be established as a point of dif-
ferentiation, of discovering the design of the piece, its production or even 
the maker’s personality.
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Why is human imperfection not visible, accentuated or valued?
Imperfection is a human condition, which is also transferred to the object. 
In imperfection one explains a whole story, a process, an attitude or a set of 
feelings, experiences and realities.

Much is said in today’s society about perfection, quality control, standardiza-
tion, sterilization of products, as a result of a consumer market demanding 
large-scale and increasingly cheaper production.

The Japanese culture shows us an ancestral art or technique whose prin-
ciple is the repair of broken or imperfect objects with a lacquer mixed with 
gold, silver or platinum powder. Kintsukuroi (“repair with gold”) is a proce-
dure not only to restore the piece, but to evidence the fault/imperfection 
with a noble material such as gold. In this case the imperfection makes the 
piece unique, which, according to this same culture, increases its beauty 
and value.

The Portuguese participation at the Dutch Design Week intends to somehow 
detect, assume and, in some cases, highlight the error, the imperfection of a 
given object, caused by the total or partial influence of manual production, 
interpreting it as a differentiating and a valuing element of the object.
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We are a design publishing house that pro-
duces smart homeware for happy homes and 
offices, establishing the link between design 
and the Portuguese manufacturing skills.

We are inspired by the idea that we can 
deliver meaningful and memorable mo-
ments to people’s daily routines with our 
unique and useful products. What drives 
us is the know-how and human touch of 
our manufacturers, and the Portuguese lo-
cal materials.

We only produce in Portugal because it’s 
where we can make the difference, de-
veloping the local economy (running-away 
from post-modern slavery).

‘dedal’ is the acronym of Developing De-
sign and Local economies. The word means 
thimble in Portuguese (the cap used to pro-
tect the end of the finger when sewing). Our 
product names are inspired by Portuguese, 
Latin and Esperanto languages.

KAFO 
ANDRÉ CANTANTE  
& FILIPA BARATA 

Originally designed to store coffee cap-
sules hanging like colourful mushrooms 
off a tree on the side, Kafo is a stackable 
multi-purpose container. If tea is more your 
bag, then Kafo is also perfect for storing it.

Material: cork

Dimension: 20 x 10 x 10cm

Brand: Dedal 

Phone: +351 210 937 231 

info@dedal.pt

www.dedal.pt
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We strongly believe that high quality furni-
ture can improve our lives. A single piece 
of furniture can enhance an entire room 
and the pleasure of the people who inhabit 
these spaces. 

Our focus is to create furniture that is com-
fortable, long-lasting and beautiful. 

This combination of qualities usually 
means exorbitant prices, but our aim is to 
make such furniture and to sell it at the 
lowest price possible. 

Good design travels through time. For 
this reason, we are always trying to bring 
back references from the past as tradition 
is what remains. Inspired by designers 
and architects of the modern movement 
we try to bring their visionary concepts 
into our lives – and to the architectural 
spaces that we create. Piece by piece, we 
are trying to take the best from what we 
learned from previous designers, creating 
a disruptive brand with comfortable and 
beautiful furniture. 

At Fuschini, we value lasting design, quali-
ty of materials and craftsmanship.

Founded in November 2018 by two archi-
tects, Fuschini does all its design and pro-
duction in Portugal.

JOSÉ CHAIR
by VASCO LIMA MAYER

The design of cadeira José is bold. The 
main characteristic of this chair is its 
back legs that reminds us the number 
seven, in a way. Its low height gives us a 
sensation of comfort and tranquility where, 
in a low position, one can develop relaxed 
conversations during an afternoon in family.

Material: solid oak with matt varnish. 
Available on oak with matt or dark varnish.

Dimension: 65 x 74 x 71 cm

Brand: Fuschini 

Phone: +351 913 550 158

info@fuschini.com

www.fuschini.com
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MANUEL CHAIR 
VASCO LIMA MAYER

Manuel chair was created when the work-
ers of the factory challenged us to create a 
piece, made of Japanese Kiri, an extreme-
ly light, thin and resistant wood. Consid-
ered the “tree of the future”, it is also a 
good wood when we take into account its 
(low) environmental impact. Manuel chair 
weighs a mere 1,20kg.

Material: kiri wood with matt varnish. 
Available on oak with matt varnish.

Dimension: 122 x 80 x 40 cm

Brand: Fuschini 

Phone: +351 913 550 158

info@fuschini.com

www.fuschini.com
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RGB WOOL PANNEL 
JOÃO BRUNO VIDEIRA 

Through the fusion of craftsmanship and 
design, a singular and inspiring vision 
emerges. In each piece the hand of the ar-
tisan is always present, and one is drawn 
into a subtle mastery, and clear depth of 
purpose. Precision and harmony flow.

Material: Wood and wool

Dimension: 100 x 100 x 4cm

Brand: João Bruno Design 

Phone:  +351 927 375 191

jbvideira@gmail.com

www.joaobrunodesign.com

Through the fusion of craftsmanship and 
design, a singular and inspiring vision 
emerges.

In each piece the hand of the artisan is al-
ways present, and one is drawn into a sub-
tle mastery, and clear depth of purpose. 
Precision and harmony flow.

Taking humble and ordinary woollen yarn, 
the threads are interlaced into different 
forms and vibrant webs of colour, creating 
new and extraordinarily unique objects. In his 
work João Bruno draws on a geometry that 
lifts the spirit and intensifies all the senses.

João Bruno Videira is a self-taught artisan 
and furniture designer since 2006, when 
he created his first own brand that rein-
vents the use of a traditional and excellen-
cy raw material in Portugal: the wool.

The simplicity and beauty of an innovative 
work that combines both traditional tech-
niques and contemporary design gives the 
brand a sense of uniqueness and no com-
petitors in the furniture design market most-
ly because it’s a 100% handmade work.
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Z TABLE
by LISLEI 

ZTable is a support table made of sycamore 
wood with matt finish and white lacquered 
wood. Through the manual process it was 
possible to reach a product made only 
through fittings, without screws and glues. 
Its minimal design allows the table to be 
used on different levels.

Material: Sycamore wood with matte 
finishing and white lacquered wood. 

Dimension: 37 x 50 x 50 cm

Brand: LISLEI  

Phone: +351 227 530 789

geral@lislei.com

www.lislei.com

Founded in October 1992, LISLEI is a pas-
sionate and experienced group of design-
ers, architects and craftsmen. The brand’s 
mission is to create original and innovative 
products in a simple and contemporary 
design through traditional techniques and 
low technological coefficient. 

LISLEI design and produce different collec-
tions of furniture, lighting, home accesso-
ries and wooden toys.

LISLEI products are designed to bring peo-
ple closer to nature, to know and appre-
ciate the simplicity of design, through na 
aesthetic quality with a very natural lan-
guage, different textures and meanings, 
producing timeless objects of high quality 
that appeal to the senses and emotions.

All our products are made in Portugal, 
where the woodwork and manual produc-
tion is very carefuly.
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LIBER PATER
by MATILDE VIEIRA  
E MONTEIRO 

This has the storage capacity of most of 
the bottles present in the market, since its 
creation was based on the average size of 
the standard bottles. Therefore, the user is 
not restricted to a single type or brand of 
wine, having a wide range of choices.

Material: Cardboard  

Dimension: 11 x 45cm

Brand: Matilde Vieira e Monteiro 

Phone: +351 915 816 883

matildevem@gmail.com

www.instagram.com/almoststarck

My name is Matilde Vieira e Monteiro, 
design is the center of my existence, I live 
this concept and I have as main ambition 
to evolve every day using my experiences 
in favor of this evolution. The work is part 
of my routine, I love a good proposal, a 
good creative process and especially a 
good product. But not only work is made 
a living! Traveling, knowing new environ-
ments, means, cultures and traditions 
excites me and stimulates my constant 
desire to live. Explore and learn more, 
inspire me and make me grow at all lev-
els. For me, living is the best way to learn 
and the best definition to know! This is 
me, a young Portuguese woman who al-
ways seeks to know more with the aim of 
avenging in design, especially in product 
design, in search of helping others with 
this art that gives me so much pleasure!

Ambition is a word that defines me and a 
characteristic that I try to use in my favor. 
I think that my character defines me both 
personally and professionally. The best I 
can offer is a young, enterprising attitude 
and a willingness to learn tremendously.
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Porcelain tableware which aims to unveil 
rich stories found in ceramic archives. All 
bodies are industrially produced and fol-
lowed by manual decoration processes.

Material: Glazed Porcelain with air-
brushed gradients 

Dimension: Dinner Plate (diameter): 270 
mm; Dessert Plate (diameter): 220 mm; 
Butter Plate (diameter): 110 mm; Cup 
(diameter): 80 x (height) 90mm

Telling memories through objects.

Monica Santos is a Product Design Studio 
based in Porto, under which the homoni-
mous brand is developed.

Time and happiness are key here, and each 
object is seen as a moment in life, one to 
be experienced.

Firm in the belief that a product only comes 
to existence when a relationship with its 
user is established, MONICA SANTOS 
products stem from a comprehensive anal-
ysis of history, heritage and culture, thus 
creating a path to explore new ways of 
interacting with everyday objects. More 
than only attributing objects a functional 
significance, a focus is placed on develop-
ing the products’ social potential in order 
to generate positive emotions. 

SERENDIPITY  
GRADIENT DINNERWARE 
by MÓNICA SANTOS

Brand: MONICA SANTOS 

Phone: +351 919 619 219

info@monica-santos.com

www.monica-santos.com
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CAT SHELTER
by EDUARDO NORONHA

Pyramidal metallic structure to shelter 
small carry domestic animals. It includes a 
handle to facilitate the transport and bases 
in cork for contact with the pavement.

Material: Sheetmetal and cork 

Dimension: 46 x 40 x 44 cm

Brand: Offiskill - Home Office Furniture

Phone: +351 914 711 936

eduardo@noronhadesign.com

www.noronhadesign.com

https://offiskill.com

Offiskill is the first brand of home office 
design furniture with an integrated solu-
tion. We have identified in the reality of 
contemporary society the need to create 
a comfortable, professional and sophis-
ticated work space at home. The collec-
tion designed by the Portuguese designer 
Eduardo Noronha, has as premise to com-
bine in an elegant and comfortable way 
the robustness of the thin sheet metal 
with the texture and temperature of the 
natural cork.

Aimed at all people who work at home in 
a personal and private space, it abdicates 
for this reason of doors, drawers, locks or 
zones of conditioned access.

All items are shipped already assem-
bled, only the desk and chair need a 
basic docking assembly, which does not 
require any tools and can be assembled 
only by one person.

The commercial strategy focuses on the 
sale of the products to Europe through on-
line store.

Aimed at all people who work at home in 
a personal and private space, it abdicates 
for this reason of doors, drawers, locks or 
zones of conditioned access.

All items are shipped already assembled, 
only the desk and chair need a basic docking 
assembly, which does not require any tools 
and can be assembled only by one person.
The commercial strategy focuses on the 
sale of the products to Europe through on-
line store.
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DESK 
by EDUARDO NORONHA

Desk with metal top partially covered in 
natural cork to promote greater comfort 
to the user. Top with side slits for tab sup-
port allows full backrest to the wall and 
integrated cable passage at the bottom. 
Metallic tube legs with knee leveler and 
non-slip base.

Material: Sheetmetal, tube and cork

Dimension: 120 x 85 x76 cm

Brand: Offiskill - Home Office Furniture

Phone: +351 914 711 936

eduardo@noronhadesign.com

www.noronhadesign.com

https://offiskill.com
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Passa Ao Futuro cultivates an interface for 
the development of techniques and skills 
between the past and the future. Facilitating 
synergies between craftspeople and design-
ers in the production of utilitarian designs 
through several initiatives that include: re-
search, residencies, exhibitions, social inno-
vation and sustainability training.

Reimagine Decorative Arts Residency was 
born out of the collaboration between Pas-
sa Ao Futuro and Fundação Ricardo Espirito 
Santo Silva. Connecting established design-
ers in collaborative structures with the highly 
skilled FRESS craftspeople and technicians. 
Together they reinterpret traditional manu-
facture techniques 

into contemporary pieces through the 
methodologies of research, innovation and 
exchange of hands-on knowledge. These 
relevant designs place the craftsmanship of 
FRESS into the contemporary design market 
in limited and numbered editions.

OPIUM BED 
MARCO SOUSA  
SANTOS

The Opium Bed is an elegy for contempla-
tion. As a representation of a bed, with 
no apparent comfort, the smooth curve of 
the surface provides the necessary ergo-
nomics for a “contemplative” bed. Part of 
Reimagine Decorative Arts residency by 
Passa Ao Futuro and Fundação Ricardo Es-
pírito Santo Silva.

Material: Painted iron and leather

Dimension: 45 x 57 x 135 cm

Artisans: Teresa Romão, Beatriz 
Canha, Hugo Cardoso, Luís Gomes 
and Porfírio Pereira

Brand: Passa Ao Futuro 

Phone: +351 912 148 630

info@passaaofuturo.com

www.passaaofuturo.com
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BLOSSOM LOTUS 
by RO·SE DESIGNING  
BEYOND BOUNDARIES

Lotus Blossom is the flower that symbol-
izes the spiritual purity. This piece was in-
spired by the sacred lotus, also known as 
lotus flower, fleur-de-lotus or lotus-Indian. 
Its rigorous geometric design representing 
an open lotus flower, seeks the promise of 
spiritual elevation.

Material: Porcelain

Dimension: 23 (Height) x 19 (diameter) cm

Brand:  RO·SE for Memory keepers 

Phone:  +351 933 166 822 
+351 916 299 096

Info@rosecreate.com

www.rosecreate.com

Memory Keepers is a European brand that 
produces and sells porcelain cremation 
urns. The brand aims to help people who 
have lost their loved ones to preserve their 
memories. Memory Keepers allows re-
membering the loved ones through a com-
bination of designs and shapes, in unique 
and memorable art pieces.

Urns that Memory Keepers has to offer, 
clearly bet on avant-garde design and 
quality, supported by the renowned Por-
tuguese tradition in the finest handmade 
porcelain production with English kaolins.

The combination of styles that the brand 
provides, since the most classical to the 
more contemporary, suits a broad consum-
er profile. In addition, the company allows 
clients to customize the porcelain urns, by 
request, being also possible to apply de-
cals and/or inscriptions.
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NEPHESH 
by RO·SE DESIGNING  
BEYOND BOUNDARIES

The Hebrew word which means the in-
tangible, the living memory. This urn pays 
tribute to the human being’s passage in 
the physical world, its geometry convey 
the idea of levitation and rise to an eternal 
memory. Nephesh is a tribute to those who 
left and whose memory we want to main-
tain alive in our hearts .

Material: Porcelain

Dimension: 20 (Height) x 21 (diameter) cm

SAUDADE 
by RO·SE DESIGNING  
BEYOND BOUNDARIES

The word “Saudade” derives from the Latin 
“solitas” in its archaic form of “soedade”, 
it is the genuine feeling of the Portuguese 
soul and one of the most present words in 
Portuguese love poetry and traditional music, 
namely Fado. The teardrop-shaped urn 
symbolizes the true feeling of “saudade”.

Material: Porcelain

Dimension: 24 (Height) x 25 (diameter) cm

Brand:  RO·SE for Memory keepers 

Phone:  +351 933 166 822 
+351 916 299 096

Info@rosecreate.com

www.rosecreate.com
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RAKU VASE 
by JOÃO ABREU 
VALENTE

Is a formal research on textures on ceram-
ics, where the process creates a free form 
pattern using feathers during firing raku 
technic.

Material: Stoneware

Dimension: Variable

Brand: Studio JAV

Phone: +351 930 603 984

joaoabreuvalente@gmail.com

www.studio-jav.com

Studio JAV fuses digital manufacturing 
processes with craft traditions. Their main 
innovation is in the design and the poten-
tial of each product to become the mirror 
of a specific concept and context. Ceramic 
3D printers make these procedures more 
efficient since the construction of each ob-
ject is optimized, achieving better drying 
times and new formal possibilities.

The main innovation of our product is in 
the design, and in the potentiality of each 
product to be the mirror of a business with 
a specific concept and context. Tradition-
ally the production of ceramic parts is a 
slow process due to a number of techni-
cal procedures. Ceramic 3D printers make 
these procedures more efficient since the 
construction of each object is optimized, 
achieving better drying times and new 
constructive possibilities. With this tech-
nology we can offer an excellent service 
“from the computer to the client’s hand”.
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TILES WITH PAPER 
TEXTURE 
by JOÃO ABREU 
VALENTE

Is a formal research on three-dimensional 
textures on ceramics, where the process 
creates a free form pattern using the phys-
ical properties of paper as a material. 

Material: Stoneware 

Dimension: Variable

Brand: Studio JAV

Phone: +351 930 603 984

joaoabreuvalente@gmail.com

www.studio-jav.com
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PEA POD 
by LÍGIA NARCISO

The Handcraft modelling-based production 
technique allows the design of rounded 
shapes without joints or apparent assem-
bly points. The use of “eco” resin and the 
incorporation of surplus materials, result-
ing from the manufacture process into the 
production of new objects has its motto in 
the collective wellbeing.

Material: Composite material (fiberglass 
+ ecological resin). Outdoor fabric uphol-
stery CUSHIN and DUVET 

Dimension: 250 x 130 x 40cm

Brand: THAT PLACE 

Phone: +351 912 351 090

ligia.narciso@thatplace.pt

www.thatplace.pt

That Place is a love story between two 
creatives. From the unlikely combination 
between a Designer´s and an Materials 
Engineer´s minds, a passionate Design 
brand is born in Oporto, in 2015.

That Place creates design objects into 
projects, to decorate interiors and exte-
riors, articulating a before and after into 
the history of spaces. Simplicity and flu-
idity are explored within fibers and res-
ins functionality with no boundaries. The 
fiberglass is crafted by hand which allows 
the development and production of parts 
with a wide variety of shapes and sizes 
giving the ilusion that everything is possi-
ble. To observe what it is produced, is a 
charm win over. To share and contribute 
with others is a ‘Moto’ of inspiration. The 
coincidence between the Design and the 
work despondency, became an opportunity 
for new project constructions.
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YOGURTNEST 
by PRIMALYNX -
SUSTAINABLE  
SOLUTIONS

The YogurtNest is a natural yogurtmaker/
slow cooker/cooler that doesn’t need elec-
tricity to function. With a natural fabric shell, 
it’s the cork core that grants it’s superpowers: 
excellent thermal insulation; incredible shock 
absorption, outstanding eco-credentials.

Material: cotton textiles & cork

Dimension: 30 x 30 x 23cm

Brand: YogurtNest

Phone: +351 965 879 150

imagine@yogurtnest.com

www.yogurtnest.com

The YogurtNest is a multifunction tool which 
doubles as a yogurt maker, slow cooking oven, 
bread-leavening nest and cooler. It’s non-elec-
tric, made from natural materials as cork and 
cotton, linen, hemp or wool. Cork grants the Yo-
gurtNest’s thermal insulation, shock absorption 
and eco-credentials. You can make delicious 
homemade yogurt (milk or plant-based drink); 
cook meals (soup, rice, stew); leaven bread or 
pizza dough, bring food and drinks, hot or cold, 
to a picnic. You avoid the production of plastic 
yogurt packages, save electricity or cooking 
gas, eat healthier and sustainable foods.

In contrast to millions of plastic yogurt makers, 
the YogurtNest is Zero Plastic, 100% natural, 
so you can do your share for the Planet. Consci-
entious of our impact on the Planet’s health and 
resources, we favour natural materials and de-
sign for longevity. 1% of our sales, through 1% 
for the Planet, goes to environmental projects.

Our mission is to help living more sustainable, 
healthier and fulfilling lives. That’s what we do, 
that’s what makes us run.
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